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elcome to first edition of Accountability Solutions – a quarterly newsletter, which
will present a brief about the on-going developments and programmes on under
Community of Practice on Social Accountability (CoPSA). Consumer Unity & Trust Society
(CUTS) in partnership with the Affiliated Network for Social Accountability-South Asia
Region (ANSA SAR) is making its endeavour for facilitating the CoPSA in South Asia
region. It will bring an opportunity to integrate the potential and create a platform where
practitioners of social accountability (SAc) can learn more and spread learning through
sharing, innovating, building capacity through online and offline meeting opportunities and
enriching experiences of SAc work.
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CoPSA is an initiative of ANSA SAR, Bangladesh to exchange the knowledge and creation in
the area of SAc. CUTS has been awarded as regional anchor of the CoPSA for South Asia region.
To formally launch the CoPSA, CUTS organised a two-day regional inception and design
workshop in Colombo, Sri Lanka, on February 29-March 01, 2012. The workshop was also
aimed to gather views emerged out during various country consultations held in all five South
Asian countries Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka so that a consensus can be
reached on the final
design of the CoPSA.
More than 23
participants including
two representatives
each from Pakistan
Centre for Peace and
Development Initiative
and Hisar Foundation;
and Nepal Pro Public
and South Asia
Partnership-Nepal;
three representatives
from Bangladesh Private Rural Initiatives Programme (PRIP) Trust and Manusher Jonno
Foundation; six representatives from India Centre for Civil Society, Sambandh and CUTS;
three from Sri Lanka Centre for Policy Alternatives and Asia Foundation; one each from ANSA
SAR and Institute of Governance Studies (IGS), Bangladesh; and two local participants from
Transparency International and Institute for Participatory Interaction in Development
attended the workshop. Most of the participants were practitioners of SAc tools in various
areas and have hands on experiences in the area of governance.
George Cheriyan, Director, CUTS International said that Community of Practice (CoP) is 'a
group of people who share a common concern or a passion on something they do and learn how
to do it better based on regular interactions within the group'. He said that CoP has an identity
defined by a shared domain, and a mutual relationship among members that enable to learn and
share and have practitioners. It is a combination of three elements which constitute and further
cultivate CoP. He mentioned that CoP includes several live activities related to peer leaning,
outreach activities, capacity building activities.
He also provided a brief overview of the activities under the initiative and proposed country
consultations scheduled on various dates as well. He further said that CoPSA aims to bring
people together working on SAc in the South Asia region to exchange lessons and share
experiences.
Naimur Rehman, Chief Operating Officer of ANSA-SAR said that ANSA has taken this
initiative of CoPSA to consolidate the SAc practices in the region. ANSA is trying to focus on
deepening knowledge on SAc concepts and practices to push for research, case-works, and peer
learning forums to enrich the body of SAc knowledge and making strategic investment on SAc
innovations and promoting networking and capacity building among SAc practitioners in
South Asia region.

Dr. Wijaya Jayatilaka, Executive Director,
Transparency International, Sri Lanka explained the
meaning of governance and shed light on the overall
situation of governance in Sri Lanka and its impact
on the economy. He talked about the post war
challenges before the Sri Lanka and underlined key
challenges of rising inflation, unemployment, feudal
ethos and low rate of women political
representation in Asia which are resulting into noninclusive growth of democracy and development in
the country. The central-peripheral relations are
weak and corruption in the country is rampant and
one-fourth of people are paying bribes mainly to police, revenue and land departments which means that there is
lack of transparency, accountability and good governance. He stated that state and society should bargain with
each other well so that the opportunity of civic engagement can be enhanced by the government positively.
In technical sessions, representatives of five country anchors presented the findings of their country
consultations held in Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka and Nepal. Discussions took place on each
presentation which helped in better understanding of the governance and accountability scenario in all the five
countries mentioning the local contexts, expectations and strategies to engage in CoPSA activities.

Country Consultations
New Delhi, India
“Using social accountability tools is the most effective and economical way to bring good governance, if
results are produced”, said Roland Lomme, Governance Advisor, The World Bank. He was delivering the
inaugural address in a national consultation organised by CUTS at New Delhi on February 08, 2012.
Smokiho Raha, Governance
Adviser, Department for International
Development, India said that SAc is
much more a demand side issue and this
initiative of 'CoP' should aim at
enhancing the credibility of demand side
accountability programme with
measureable and credible results.
George Cheriyan introduced the
concept of the CoP. Naimur Rehman,
Chief Operating Officer of ANSA-SAR
said that investment in CoPSA is a
strategy to create linkages between
different actors, practitioners of SAc for knowledge exchange, mobilising innovation and new ideas and using the
knowledge and innovations for advancing the practices and action on the ground.
Om Prakash Arya, Senior Project Coordinator, CUTS presented the outline and purpose of the CoP on SAc
tools. Joy Elemon, Chief Executive Officer, Inter-Cooperation, New Delhi and Sarah Figge Hussain, Training
Specialist, UN Solution Exchange (Global Team) shared their valuable views related to sustaining web-based
communities, opportunities and challenges.

Islamabad, Pakistan
Sustainable Development Policy
Institute (SDPI) organised a country
consultation in Islamabad, Pakistan on
February 09, 2012. Representatives of civil
society and development organisations from
all across the country attended the meeting.
The objective of the meeting was to seek
inputs from Pakistan Social Accountability
Network members and like-minded
organisations for the formation of CoPSA.
The noted speakers on the occasion were Zaffarullah Khan, Executive Director, Centre for Civic Education,
Islamabad; Gulbaz Ali Khan, Consultant, SDPI; Farzana Saleem, Chief Operating Officer, Hisar Foundation and
Adnan Rasool, Deputy Executive Director, Centre for Enterprise Trade and Development, while Fayyaz Yaseen,
SDPI moderated the open discussion on the formation of CoPSA.
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Dhaka, Bangladesh
Bangladesh country consultation was conducted at World Bank Office, Dhaka on February 12, 2012.
Ajaharul Islam, Deputy Director, National Institute of Local Government opined that it is very crucial to take
into account all good practices from the field if we are really willing to mainstream the positive learning of SAc
initiatives in Bangladesh.
While delivering his inaugural speech, Christopher Juan Costain, Regional Team Leader, Water and
Sanitation Programme (WSP) commented that this consultation would provide some exposure to good practices
in the area of SAc that are already prevalent in Bangladesh.
Aroma Dutta, Executive Director, PRIP Trust highlighted that harmonisation among all SAc practitioners is
central to making policy influence in a more synergised and synchronised way on the basis of learning and good
practices from the field.
Nuzhat Jebin, Programme Manager, ANSA-SAR/IGS provided an overview of ANSA-SAR. She also
discussed the learning framework of the CoPSA. Santanu Lahiri, Senior Decentralisation Specialist of WSP
shared and discussed HLP SAc learning framework in his presentation.

Kathmandu, Nepal
Pro Public organised a country consultation
at Kathmandu on February 17, 2012. More than
34 representatives and SAc practitioners from
governments, inter-governmental organisations
and CSOs participated and provided inputs and
reflections on the present context of the practice of
SAc tools in Nepal.
The main objective of the meeting was to
identify the agenda and need for promoting
CoPSA in Nepal and across the South Asia region.
ANSA-SAR has been working for promoting
CoPSA in the region. For this purpose, ANSA-SAR
has entrusted CUTS, India, as a regional anchor
while Pro Public and SAP Nepal has been
designated as country anchor and member
respectively.

Colombo, Sri Lanka
Asia Foundation organised a country consultation in Sri Lanka on February 10 & 13, 2012 in which more
than 80 participants from different CSOs and others took part. The objective of the meeting was to discuss tools
of accountability and governance which are being undertaken in Sri Lanka. CSOs were interested in some sort of
informal network which can include grassroots-level organisations which are working directly with the
community on transparency and accountability-related issues.
Participants stated that few service providers are cooperative in nature and helpful in the implementation of
such accountability interventions. Under the CoPSA some activities has to be conducted in Sri Lanka to bring
together all CSOs on the issues of governance and accountability. There is need of an informal network at the
national level. All participating CSOs showed their interest in the activities of the CoPSA in Sri Lanka.

CoPSA Online
Learning Community

U

nder the CoPSA a website has been launched
with a domain name www.copsa.in taking into
account suggested design and need of the community
of practice. Various features for learning and sharing
are being added to this web portal to start
establishing an online community. A yahoo group
'CUTSGovforum' is established to discuss issues
under global governance. This will also be linked to
the CoPSA web portal.
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Social Accountability News
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Online action (e-) learning
course on Social Accoun
tability Tools

W

orld Bank Institute in
partnership with
ANSA-SAR and in colla
boration with the
Programme on Accounta
bility on Nepal offered an
online action (e-) learning
course on SAc tools,
targeting stakeholders
representing CSOs and
government officials from
Bangladesh, Nepal and
Pakistan.
The course was launche
d on February 29,
2012 and will continue u
ntil the end of April 2012.
The course provided partic
ipants with an overview
on the theory and key con
cepts underpinning the
idea of “SAc” before dis
cussing in great detail the
“how-to” of SAc by prov
iding an introduction to
some of the most commo
nly-used SAc tools aim a
t
providing practical kn
owledge to strengthen
participants' capacity to
deploy SAc tools within
t he c on tex t of bro a
de r tra nsp a ren cy a nd
accountability strategies.
http://wbi.worldbank.org

India Low on Politica
l Finance Rules
egardless of how weak
or sophisticated their
political financing re
gulations are, countr
ies
around the world are
equally failing to effec
tively
regulate the flow of
money into politics,
a new
report finds.
The Global Integrity
Report: 2011, a ma
jor
investigative study of
31 countries, was relea
sed on
March 30, 2012 t
hat tracks governan
ce and
corruption trends globa
lly. 29 countries out of
a 31country sample scored
less than 60 on a 100
-point
scale on questions asses
sing the effectiveness o
f laws
regulating individual
and corporate donat
ions to
political parties, as w
ell as the auditing o
f those
donations and campai
gn expenditures.
CUTS has been the p
eer reviewer of the st
udy
for India. India score
d only 4 marks out of
100 on
effectiveness of its pa
rty financing regulati
ons. The
set regulations are al
most non-existent and
scored
only 33 out of 100, pla
cing the country as on
e of the
weakest on this area.
India's legal framewo
rk on
individual candidate
s financing scored
slightly
better (40 out of
100) but is hardly
being
implemented or in pra
ctice (10 out of 100).
However, the country
shows some progress
on
disclosure of political
party and candidate fi
nancing
information to the p
ublic (31 and 50 out
of 100,
respectively).
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Training Workshop on Community Score Card
workshop at Jaipur, during May 28-June 01, 2012 to impart training to produce
y
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UTS is organising
providers in any of the
facilitators with basic skills to conduct CSC and assess the performance of service
resource persons
gnised
o
rec
y
sector with particular emphasis on its application at the grassroots. Internationall
will deal with various sessions of the workshop.
mmunity_Score_Card.pdf
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